The synthesis and evaluation of macrocyclic gadolinium-DTPA-bis(amide) complexes as magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents.
The authors found that DTPA bis(amide) macrocycles can be prepared in reasonable yields using simple methods and readily available starting materials. Gadolinium complexation is facile and gives rise to monomeric and dimeric species. The "pocket size" influences the solid state structure of the final complex, with Gd-DTPA-EAM existing as a dimer wherein the macrocycle bridges between two metal centers. Increasing the size of the bridging diamide moiety yields a macrocycle with a sufficiently large pocket to allow for the formation of nine-coordinant monomeric complexes. The solution behavior of all the complexes studied is consistent with the complex being present as monomers. All complexes display kinetic lability comparable to Gd-DTPA-BMA. The measured KTherm and KSel values of the complexes vary with the size of the pocket. Values similar to those observed for Gd-DTPA-BMA have been obtained with Gd-DTPA-OAM. There appears to be a good correlation between log K(Gd/Zn) and the acute toxicity for the complexes studied, with Gd-DTPA-OAM showing a toxicity value similar to that of Gd-DTPA-BMA. Although many of these complexes are chemically interesting, they do not offer any unique advantages as new magnetic resonance imaging contrast agents compared with the DOTA- and DTPA-based products currently used clinically.